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INTRODUCTION 
 

German classical philosophy began in the second half of the 
eighteenth century to the early nineteenth century with many 
excellent delegates who left great contributions, and their 
philosophical points of view have positively influenced the 
philosophical development of mankind. 
 

Founder of the German classical philosophy is 
(E.Kant, 1724-1804), one of the most learned scholars in the 
second half of the eighteenth century and early nineteenth 
century. He was the professor and director of the University of 
Königsberg. In his work, “Materialism and Empirio
V.I.Lenin says, “The principal feature of Kant’s philosophy is 
the reconciliation of materialism with idealism, a compromise 
between the two, the combination within one system of 
heterogeneous and contrary philosophical trends” [2, 223)]. E. 
Kant raised an argument of “thing-in-itself” (noumena) and 
“things-for-us” (phenomena), which opened up new questions 
for the development of cognitive reasoning and the elicitation 
of highly absurd dialectical ideas. After E. Kant's death, his 
philosophical views were chosen as the starting point for their 
theories. Nowadays, many of E.Kant's famous works, such as 
“Universal Natural History and Theory of Heaven
“Critique of Pure Reason” (1781); “Critique of Practical 
Reason” (1788); “Critique of Judgment” (1790), are still widely 
researched, taught and studied in universities around the world 
and in Vietnam, etc. G.W.F.Hegel commented on the 
philosophy of E.Kant “as the foundation and starting point of 
the modern German philosophy, and his philosophical 
limitations did not obscure that work of E. Kant philosophy” 
[15, 116].  
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ABSTRACT 

The article analyzes, clarifies the relationship, role of objective premises and subjective factors 
determining nature, role, value and meaning of the German classical philosophy; its influence on the 
philosophical development of mankind. By generalizing, pointing out characteristics of the German 
classical philosophy, the contributions and limitations of this philosophy, the author emphasizes the 
superiority of the German classical philosophy - a philosophy has its own unique characters, expressing 
the humanity, always (a) emphasizing the role of man as subject of activity, foundation and starting 
point of all philosophical problems; (b) having a dialectical view of the real world that is moving, 
developing and constantly changing; (c) systematizing all the knowledge and culture that mankind has 
reached until the nineteenth century; (d) the overarching worldview of  the German classical philosophy 
is idealistic, mystical, and abstract, associated with the reform politics, and its overlap with the 
materialistic, atheistic points of view.  

German classical philosophy began in the second half of the 
century to the early nineteenth century with many 

excellent delegates who left great contributions, and their 
philosophical points of view have positively influenced the 

Founder of the German classical philosophy is Immanuel Kant 
1804), one of the most learned scholars in the 

second half of the eighteenth century and early nineteenth 
century. He was the professor and director of the University of 
Königsberg. In his work, “Materialism and Empirio-criticism,” 
V.I.Lenin says, “The principal feature of Kant’s philosophy is 
the reconciliation of materialism with idealism, a compromise 
between the two, the combination within one system of 
heterogeneous and contrary philosophical trends” [2, 223)]. E. 

itself” (noumena) and 
us” (phenomena), which opened up new questions 

for the development of cognitive reasoning and the elicitation 
of highly absurd dialectical ideas. After E. Kant's death, his 

re chosen as the starting point for their 
theories. Nowadays, many of E.Kant's famous works, such as 
Universal Natural History and Theory of Heaven” (1755); 

Critique of Practical 
790), are still widely 

researched, taught and studied in universities around the world 
and in Vietnam, etc. G.W.F.Hegel commented on the 
philosophy of E.Kant “as the foundation and starting point of 
the modern German philosophy, and his philosophical 

ations did not obscure that work of E. Kant philosophy” 

Johann Gottlieb Fichte (J.G.Fichte, 1762 
path of E. Kant and put E.Kant's subjective idealistic trend to 
the extreme when he regarded his “pure self” as a completely 
closed and complete system, completely identical with 
everyone. That helped him to develop an own unique system of 
views, making him a well-known German idealistic philosopher 
in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.
 

Friedrich Wilhelm Schelling (F.W.
professor at  the University of Jena and the University of 
Würzburg; an associate of the
secretary of the Royal Academy of Fine Arts. F.W.Schelling 
took the “self” as the starting point for his philosophy, and later 
establishing himself the “philosophy of identity” filled with 
objective idealism. It is noteworthy that he considered 
developing as a process of wo
defended the feudalism, and his philosophy became a tool of 
religious service. The uniqueness of F. W. Schelling’s 
philosophy evoked many interesting things and created a 
theoretical foundation for the development of German
philosophy to new heights. 
 

G.W.F.Hegel (1770 - 1831) and L.Feuerbach (1804 
were two prominent philosophers of the German classical 
philosophy, representing the two most idealistic and materialic 
movements of the period before Marx and the direct 
predecessor of K.Marx and F.Engels. The philosophical 
ideology of G.W.F.Hegel and L.Feuerback played an important 
role in the development of German advanced culture and 
contributed to the formation of the dialectical materialist views 
of K.Marx and F.Engels. Nowadays, many philosophical theses 
of G.W.F.Hegel and L.Feuerbach continue to be the subject of 
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Johann Gottlieb Fichte (J.G.Fichte, 1762 – 1814) followed the 
path of E. Kant and put E.Kant's subjective idealistic trend to 
the extreme when he regarded his “pure self” as a completely 
losed and complete system, completely identical with 

everyone. That helped him to develop an own unique system of 
known German idealistic philosopher 

in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. 

ng (F.W.Schelling, 1775-1854), a 
the University of Jena and the University of 

Würzburg; an associate of the Academy of Sciences and the 
oyal Academy of Fine Arts. F.W.Schelling 

took the “self” as the starting point for his philosophy, and later 
establishing himself the “philosophy of identity” filled with 
objective idealism. It is noteworthy that he considered 
developing as a process of world soul. F.W.Schelling publicly 
defended the feudalism, and his philosophy became a tool of 
religious service. The uniqueness of F. W. Schelling’s 
philosophy evoked many interesting things and created a 
theoretical foundation for the development of German 
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role in the development of German advanced culture and 
contributed to the formation of the dialectical materialist views 
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heated discussions among philosophers, academics, universities 
and other interested persons. 
 

Content 
 

Coming characteristics of German classical philosophy 
 

The parsimony must continue to find the answer: Why was the 
German society in the late eighteenth century backward, in 
slow development but produced a new philosophy of modern 
era? Was the emergence and development of German classical 
philosophy in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries 
not a historical necessity, which did not accurately reflect the 
movement and transformation of the time, not subject to the 
provisions of economic, political, social and natural science 
premises and not dominated by the source of reasoning? The 
following explaination would contribute to clarify the said 
problem. 
 

Social existence decides the social consciousness; the German 
classical philosophy was subject to the provisions of German 
and Western European economic, political, and social premises  
 In the second half of the eighteenth century, the economic 
development of many Western European countries in the 
capitalistic way reached a relatively high level. The milestone 
that marked the breakthrough of capitalism at that time was the 
industrial revolution in Britain. It was thanks to this revolution, 
from the 70s of the eighteenth century, the British industry 
grew, achieved great achievements. With a remarkable 
advantage in industrial development, within a few dozen years, 
Britain, which was a country with a small, slowly developing 
industry, became a powerful capitalist country, having a 
positive influence on the Western European countries and the 
world. 
 

In France, after the bourgeois revolution of 1789-1794, the 
feudalism was abolished. That broadened the way for 
productive forces and capitalist production relations to develop. 
In line with the British bourgeois revolution, the French 
bourgeois revolution contributed to asserting the superiority of 
the new age - the developmental era of capitalism. 
 

Unlike Britain and France, Germany in the late eighteenth and 
early nineteenth centuries was still an economically backward, 
politically conservative country; feudal production relations and 
political and social regimes still existed with many obsolete 
practices, obstructing the production of goods. Thus, Germany 
was called “Holy Roman Empire of Germans”. Economic 
dispersion and political monopoly were the main causes leading 
to the sluggish production, hindering the development of 
Germany in the direction of capitalism. 
 

Compared to Western European countries at that time, the 
situation of Germany at the end of the eighteenth century was 
very serious. F.Engels said about the historical period as 
follows: “No one feels comfortable. Handicrafts, commerce and 
agriculture in the country are reduced to the lowest level. 
Farmers, handicraftsmen, and owners bear two levels of 
suffering because of the parasitic government and the difficult 
business situation ... All are decayed, shaken, and are about to 
fall and can not be hoped with a good change because there is 
no force in the nation sufficient to move away from the rotting 
corpse of that outmoded regime  “[1, 561-562]. 
 

In this context, the French bourgeois revolution broke out like a 
thunderbolt against the chaos of Germany. Some places in 
Germany which were bordered by France, were immediately 
affected, deeply influenced by the liberal ideas brought by the 

French bourgeois revolution. The French wars against the 
European feudal states hit the German totalitarianism and 
feudal lords. Although the former German state was so great 
and so powerful, it was now shrunk and fallen into the crisis in 
all aspects. It was a “good land” for the bourgeois law to be 
applied gradually in the German state, and that set the need for 
bourgeois reforms to eradicate the economic, political and 
cultural backwardness in Germany. 
 

Historic events took place in Germany in the late eighteenth 
and early nineteenth centuries, on the one hand proved the end, 
corruption from the inside that could not save of the feudalism 
and the German state; on the other hand, indicated the 
transformation of German society to the capitalist way. It was 
an objective, irreversible necessity. 
 

Thus, K.Marx said that for what other countries had done in 
practice, that was, the bourgeois revolution, the Germans only 
thought about it. According to K. Marx, like the ancient peoples 
who felt and lived their prehistory in imagination, in mythology, 
the Germans, too, were now feeling and lived the history and 
future of the Germans in ideology and philosophy; the Germans 
were the contemporaries of this century in philosophy, but not 
historically. German philosophy was the continuation of 
German history in the concept. German classical philosophy 
from E. Kant to G.W.F.Hegel reflected this reality. 
 

Before and after the French bourgeois revolution, many 
Germans were eager to welcome the French bourgeois 
revolution, especially the youth, students and the German 
bourgeoisie. They wanted Germany to follow the path of 
France. However, when the French bourgeois revolution 
brought 16th Louis to the scaffold, built the government of the 
Jacobins, the German bourgeoisie, including the young, 
immediately became enemies of the revolution and of the 
Jacobin Dictatorship, although they still wanted to reform the 
bourgeoisie in their country, bringing Germany to the way of 
capitalism [13, 423-442]. 
 

In this context, the German bourgeoisie was not uniform, 
showing a politically feeble face; which was weak in quantity, 
poor in quality. On the one hand, the German bourgeoisie was 
fragmented, unfocused, and dispersed, making it inherently 
weaker and weaker. On the other hand, it itself wanted to 
revolutionize the bourgeoisie following the example of France, 
but it was not enough forces, in fear of revolution, so it 
compromised with the feudal landlords to live in “peace”. 
 

Some advanced bourgeois theorists in Germany still hoped for 
the development of capitalism in Germany with the desire to 
promote industry, improve agriculture, develop the craft sites 
and factories, encourage the production by machinery, apply 
scientific and technical achievements and dominate the 
production of goods. In reality, however, advanced German 
theorists did not want to cooperate with the British, French,… 
bourgeoises, to realize their ambitions. Thus, K.Marx said that 
the German classical philosophy was the theory of the French 
bourgeois revolution. This was expressed in the philosophical 
position and views of E.Kant, F.W.Schelling, J.G.Fichte, 
G.W.F.Hegel and L.Feuerbach. F.Engels also said that: “In 
Germany, in the nineteenth century, like France in the 
eighteenth century, the philosophical revolution has preluded 
the political revolution. However, those philosophical 
revolutions were not the same. If the views of French 
Enlightenment thinkers in the eighteen century often led to the 
destruction of the old regime by the revolutionary way, on 
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contrary, the bourgeois German theorists in the early nineteenth 
century put their ideals to the reconciliation between the old 
regime and the new regime; on the shift of old order 
progressively by way of reform ... [12, 38-39]. 
 

In general, the ideologists of the German bourgeoisie submitted 
themselves to the interests and moods of the obsolete German 
feudal landlords and aristocrats. Because the German 
bourgeoisie did not have the strength to win and keep the 
government, it had to accept the way of reform. This was a 
picture of only two colors: black and white, reflecting the 
obvious differences between bourgeois development in 
Germany and the capitalistic development in Britain and 
France. And it explained why the German philosophy was so 
different from French and British philosophies. 
 

Role of the theoretical premises and natural sciences in the 
formation and development of German classical philosophy 
 

The German philosophical ideology in the late eighteenth and 
early nineteenth centuries was the continuation and 
indispensable development of philosophical ideology trends in 
history, especially philosophical movements in the eighteenth 
century in the Western Europe. The direct theoretical origin of 
German classical philosophy was the inheritance, development 
of philosophical and mathematical ideas of R. Descartes, 
G.W.Leibniz and the ideas of German Enlightenment thinkers 
in the late eighteenth century including Let-xinh, Sinle, Goethe 
(Germany); the philosophical ideology of B.Xpinoda 
(Netherlands) and other senior philosophers. Thus, the 
philosophies of the German classical philosophers, contained 
dialectical thoughts and the human spirit. 
 

German classical philosophy was born at the time when the 
natural sciences in Western European countries were 
developing strongly and initially achieved important 
achievements, in which many modern inventions were made, 
proving the dialectic property of natural processes and requiring 
to develop the dialectical thinking method that replaces the 
outdated metaphysical method that dominated the human and 
scientific perceptions of that time. 
 

From the second half of the eighteenth century, natural 
scientists began to systematically study the forms of physical 
motion. M.V. Lomonoxop discovered and experimentally 
verified the law of material preservation and mobilization. The 
famous materialistic natural scientist Priestley and the chemist 
Scheele discovered oxygen and the great French chemist 
A.Lavoisier relied on those inventions to build the doctrine of 
fire and oxidization. The analysis of chemical processes 
signaled the breakdown of one-way apparatus concepts, 
considering the movêmnt just a simple transition of objects in 
space, and by that time, it must be brought to an end for new 
advanced ideas in the recognition: movement, development of 
the material world, and the dialectical relationship between 
things and phenomena in the world as an objective necessity. 
 

 The inventions of electropositive, electronegative and the 
perception of the development in natural science through two 
hypotheses of E.Kant about the universal origin, the history of 
earth formation, the sky and the evolution of animals and plants 
of Cuvier; then, the  evolutionary theory of La Mac brought a 
fatal blow to the metaphysical conception of the world. The 
famous inventions of natural scientists from the late eighteenth 
and early nineteenth centuries, to a certain extent, were 
reflected in the German classical philosophy doctrines of: E. 

Kant, F. W.Schelling, J.G.Fichte, G.W.F.Hegel, and 
L.Feuerbach. 
 

Identify the characteristics of German classical philosophy 
 

Unlike the English and French philosophies, German classical 
philosophy in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries 
had its own nuances, it was reflected in the following 
characteristics:   
 

Firstly, mystical and abstract idealism; the reformed political 
view was the overarching worldview of German classical 
philosophy.  
 

With function of a science of world view and methodology, 
prior to social revolutions, philosophers often came up with 
advanced ideas to theoretically prepare for social revolutions. In 
Germany, there were also thinkers who had ideas against 
feudalism and tyranny, they wanted to build a capitalistic 
regime following the French bourgeois revolution; but they did 
not go into the field of politics directly but went into the field of 
abstract philosophy. Was it the smoother road and less 
“thorny”? If in France, the bourgeoisie conducts revolution in 
the practice, then in Germany, thinkers of the German 
bourgeoisie only thought about it. 
 

Karl Marx acknowledged that they - the Germans - were the 
contemporaries of this century philosophically but were not 
contemporaries of this century historically. German Classical 
philosophy was the continuation of German history in the 
“concept”. Friedrich Engels also said that, like in France in the 
18th century, the 19th century German philosophical revolution 
was the preparation for a social revolution. But how different 
these two revolutions were. French philosophers publicly 
opposed the feudalism, idealism, and religion, so they were 
often arrested, imprisoned, while German philosophers were 
professors of German universities, they were privileged by 
landowners and aristocracy; their philosophy became “national 
religion” and became the “golden cross, which dominates the 
cognitive palace”. Thus, the German classical philosophers 
could not publicize the view of the struggle against the 
feudalism and landowners and the abolition of tyranny, so they 
often had to overlay their philosophy with a mystical and 
abstract cover to cover the “half-revolutionary” view and 
attitude [12,38]. 
 

The political views of French philosophers were radically 
revolutionary because they demanded the abolition of feudalism 
by the revolutionary way, and the political views of German 
classical philosophers had the nature of half-reform, with the 
policy of replacing the old regime in a progressive and 
spontaneous way and the German classical philosophers often 
defended the Prussian monarchy, served the interests of the 
feudalism and aristocracy.  
 

Secondly, it was to promote the role of man, regard man as 
the subject of activity, as the starting point of all philosophical 
questions. 
 

German classical philosophy specially emphasized the active 
role of human activity, it had made a turning point in the history 
of Western philosophical thought, from the focus on ontological 
issues, epistemology was essential ... to the assertion that 
human is the subject of activity, the foundation and starting 
point of all philosophical problems, of life. As a result, they 
added, deepened the human problem that Western philosophy 
had previously been less interested in, with no significant 
contributions. E.Canto - Founder of German classical 
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philosophy, understood that human was the subject and the 
result of his or her own activity, asserts that reality was higher 
than reasoning. Later, R.G.Phichto, P.V.Seling, Georg Wilhelm 
Friedrich Hegel and Ludwig FeuerBach all argued that history 
itself was the mode of human existence, even though their 
historical views were idealistic, religious or metaphysical 
materialism. Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel affirmed that 
human was the product of a certain historical age, human had 
consciousness and bring the social nature. 
 

Derived from the historical experience and achievements of 
socio-economic development, science, technology and culture, 
civilization of capitalism, German classical philosophers 
highlighted the power of wisdom; even, deified humans to the 
point that human is the lord of the natural world, regarded the 
natural world is the result of human activity. From there, they 
asserted that thinking and consciousness could only develop to 
the extent that humans perceived and transformed the world. 
Therefore, human was the subject, and the result of the whole 
of their own civilization. German classical philosophers 
affirmed that the historical process of humanity and the 
relationships between human - nature was a dialectical 
development process [5, 158-159]. 
 

Thirdly, German classical philosophy was based on a 
dialectical view of the real world that was moving and 
developing constantly 
 

The strong development of science, technology and social 
practice in Europe in the last half of the eighteenth century, the 
first half of the nineteenth century showed the “irrevocable” 
limitation of the mechanical picture of the world and the need 
to replace it with a dialectical look. German classical 
philosophers had met that requirement. They had absorbed, 
inherited the quintessence, dialectical thought in the history of 
traditional philosophy, built the dialectics into the method of 
philosophical thinking, applied it to cognition and solved 
natural, social and thought problems.  
 

The “nebula” hypothesis of  E.Canto about the formation of the 
universe and the new vision of human became the 
breakthrough, pierced the first hole into the metaphysical 
relationship on the nature that is dominating at that time. Georg 
Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel discovered the basic rules and 
categories of dialectics, building it into a science of the 
development of the spirit of the world. As a result, Georg 
Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel had made a revolutionary turning 
point in philosophy: had finished the end of the results created 
by the human thought and action. Now, the truth is in the 
process of cognition, in the development of the long history of 
science. Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel's objective idealistic 
thinking method has been absorbed, transformed and reformed 
by Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels into dialectical materialism 
- the living soul of Marxism [9, 179-180]. 
 

Fourthly, German classical philosophy aimed to systematize 
all the knowledge and cultural achievements that humanity 
had achieved. 
  

Acquiring the quintessence of culture, human knowledge from 
the ancient to the Renaissance and the French bourgeois 
revolution, the German classical philosophers intended to 
systematize all human knowledge into the system of “universal 
philosophy”, which underpined the whole world view, human 
life, restores the notion that philosophy was “the science of all 
science”. So, from E. Canto to Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, 

their erudition was not only philosophically but also in the 
fields of: natural sciences, politics, law, history, etc. 
 

Although the notion of German classical philosophers was not 
in line with the practical situation of Germany in political terms 
at that time, but in historic terms it met the need for science to 
systematize the whole human knowledge that scholars in the 
“Encyclopedia” of France began in the eighteenth century; at 
the same time, bringing a new, very dialectical view of the 
world to replace the outdated mechanical and metaphysical 
picture. 
 

Outstanding in the philosophical thought of Georg Wilhelm 
Friedrich Hegel and Ludwig FeuerBach  
 

Philosophical thought of Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel 
 

Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel is the great representative of 
German classical philosophy. Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels 
highly appreciated Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, said that 
“He is not only a creative genius but also an encyclopaedia 
scholar, so his research has opened up a new era” (3, 345-346).  
Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel fervently celebrated the French 
Revolution, but when Jacobin was in power he turned his back 
on the French Revolution. The major theses of the system and 
the method of Hegel are presented in the work “The 
Phenomenology of Spirit” (1806). In 1818, at the invitation of 
Prussian government, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel was 
professor of philosophy at the University of Berlin. From here, 
he became the official philosopher of Prussia.  
 

The philosophy of Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel was the end 
and the highest point of German classical philosophy in the late 
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. The idealistic 
dialectics of Hegel philosophy - an outstanding achievement of 
German classical philosophy - was essentially an objective 
idealistic dialectics. He took the spirit of the world as a basis for 
all phenomena of nature, society and thought. According to his 
assertion, the spirit of the world was preceded and lasts forever, 
nature appears later. Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel called the 
spirit of the world as an absolute idea or absolute spirit. While 
developing the idealistic worldview, he paid particular attention 
to the dialectic problems of concepts. The critique of Georg 
Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel for philosophy of E. Canto had 
development orientation in German classical philosophy. He 
revised many of the theorems of priori idealistic idealism and 
criticized the “agnosticism” in the philosophy of E.Canto, and 
at the same time he abolished the materialist elements of 
E.canto's philosophy. R.G.Phichto's philosophy was also 
criticized by Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel; He argued that 
subjective idealistic view were short-sighted view and not true 
to the spirit of the world. R.G.Phichto failed to draw the natural 
world from the subject “Ego”.  
 

Universal spirit of G.V.Ph. Hegel was an abstract theory 
optimized, put as a basis for all natural, social and thinking 
phenomenon. It meant that G.V.Ph. Hegel considered that 
thinking was not reflection of things, nature existing outside 
thinking and not dependent on it; he described the whole nature 
as another existence of spirit, presentation of thinking and 
universal spirit. About this, Karl Marx identified G.V.Ph. Hegel 
that “all are put reserved and realistic relationship of universal 
phenomenon is completely reversed” [10, 40-41]. G.V.Ph. 
Hegel transformed thinking into a super-mankind, supernatural 
entity. Of this point, notion in philosophy of G.V.Ph. Hegel 
was, at some points, similar as philosophy of Platon. The really 
existed difference was that, according to Platon, world was of 
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immovable notion but G.V.Ph.Hegel considered that notions 
were always movable, developing. Absolute notion of 
G.V.Ph.Hegel became a process of thinking, an available 
spiritual basis inside the world.  
 

Philosophy of G.V.Ph. Hegel clearly presented contradiction 
between conservative metaphysical system and objective 
idealistic dialectic method. If dialectical method containing 
“reasonable atom” was development, his dogmatic idealistic 
system was conservative, requiring development stopping. 
Notion of development was the most important achievement of 
Hegel philosophy. Therein, G.V.Ph. Hegel put in achievement 
of natural science and historical events happening in his time 
were understood. They were French bourgeois revolution and 
German historical conditions. The merit of Hegel philosophy 
was that he was the first person presenting the whole natural, 
historical and spiritual world in a form of a process, which 
meant that it always moved and developed, continuously. At the 
same time, he found internal relationship of that movement, 
development. 
 

In philosophical system of G.V.Ph. Hegel, there was no vitality, 
development in self of natural world because it was only an 
“other existence” of universal spirit although “other existence” 
of universal world also developed dialectically. Philosophical 
system of G.V.Ph. Hegel consisted of 3 parts: logics, 
philosophy of nature and philosophy of spirit. In Science of 
Logic, G.V.Ph. Hegel built the first part of system which was 
Logics. Therein, notion was absolute which meant universal 
thinking had been existed before existence of natural world and 
then, natural world had been an “other existence” of universal 
spirit. Only after undergoing that period of existence, universal 
thinking might return itself and became absolute spirit.  
 

In spiritual philosophy, G.V.Ph. Hegel mainly studied issues of 
social life, presenting through Psychology, Phenomenology, 
Ethnology, Jurisdictional and Governmental Philosophy, 
Aesthetics, Religious Philosophy… In this part, conflict 
between method and system reached the most severe degree. 
Absolute notion, according to G.V.Ph. Hegel, was object of 
Logics as initial part of his system. It was a thinking process, 
considered its self independently under a pure form separating 
from human being. Thus, absolute notion was “above the sky” 
so logic, as a theory of sky, must be ahead of philosophy when 
natural world is considered. Therefore, absolute notion of 
G.V.Ph. Hegel was the thing producing natural world and 
human being. Basically, absolute notion was not different from 
god of the priest. G.V.Ph. Hegel considered Logics as 
dialectical of notions. It meant that he rejected metaphysical 
thinking. “Reasonable atom” in dialectic method of G.V.Ph. 
Hegel was theory of movement as a self-development of 
absolute notion. It was not development of natural and social 
world [4, 86]. 
 

The first part of Science of Logic of G.V.Ph. Hegel was theory 
of existence. According to G.V.Ph. Hegel, concept of pure 
existence was identical with concept of “nothingness”, 
“nowhere”. However, at the same time, those concepts were 
different: pure existence transforms into nothingness and vice 
versa, creating “becoming”.  
 

G.V.Ph. Hegel considered development of universal spirit as a 
process. Therein, continuity and interruption are tied together 
and there were leaping steps in their movements. In the second 
part of Logics, G.V.Ph. Hegel presented his theory of essence. 
According to G.V.Ph. Hegel, when concept of existence 

achieved its entireness, it would make room for concept of 
essence. Thus, universal spirit received a new definition, more 
incisive, more specific. About this, G.V.Ph. Hegel predicted 
that awareness of human being moved from phenomena to 
essence. The most valuable thing in theory of essence was idea 
of conflict. G.V.Ph. Hegel considered conflict as root of 
movement, principle of development.  
 

According to G.V.Ph. Hegel, development did not lead to 
conflict settlement under revolutionary method. Therefore, the 
main defect of Hegal dialectical was that his dialectical only 
returned to history. Moreover, he explained history with 
mystery idealistic viewpoint although he predicted that rule of 
movement of physical world was because of its internal 
conflict. Ending theory of essence, G.V.Ph. Hegel analyzed 
dialectically concept of reality, considering reality as system of 
essence and phenomena. Thereby, confirming that development 
of reality must obey inevitability.  
 

In the third part of Logics, G.V.Ph. Hegel built idealistic theory 
of concept. According to G.V.Ph. Hegel, concept completed 
two above stages exists basically. Developing stages of concept 
includes: subjective concept, objective concept and absolute 
concept. Therein, G.V.Ph. Hegel considered objectivity as one 
of stipulations of universal spirit. In diagram used for idealistic 
dialectical of concepts, G.V.Ph. Hegel used syllogism. The first 
part was the problem, the second part was denial of main 
problem, which was antithesis and the third part denial of 
antithesis, which was denial of denial or problem unification. 
The huge merit of in history of philosophy was that he set out 
problem of unification of logical process and historical process. 
Thereby, he predicted incisively that logics and epistemology 
were synthesis of historical process. 
 

The second part of Hegel system was natural philosophy. In this 
part, G.V.Ph. Hegel assumed that absolute notion would 
transform into an “other existence” which was natural world 
after reaching complete development in pure thinking. 
Therefore, natural world did not develop in during time. In 
natural philosophy of G.V.Ph. Hegel, the “reasonable atom” 
was revealed as dialectic method. It was idea of unification of 
matter and movement. Object of organic physics – the third, 
final part of natural philosophy was life. This was the most 
important part because G.V.Ph. Hegel explained life as a direct 
existence of idea. Although, G.V.Ph. Hegel stripped 
infrastructure objective developing rules from life. 
The third part of idealistic system odd G.V.Ph. Hegel was 
spirit. Its object was universal spirit, returning to itself from 
natural area. This was idealistic theory of personal life and 
human society. There were many valuable dialectic notions of 
social living development. Of this point, G.V.Ph. Hegel was the 
first person presenting the whole natural, historical and spiritual 
world under one-process form which means in continuous 
movement, in movement and development. Therein, G.V.Ph. 
Hegel tried to find external movement rule of those movement, 
transformation and development.  
 

In spiritual philosophy, universal spirit must undergo syllogism 
of development: subjective spirit, objective spirit and absolute 
spirit. G.V.Ph. Hegel presented deeply abovementioned 
syllogism in “Phenomenology of Spirit”. Karl Marx called this 
work root and secret of philosophy of G.V.Ph. Hegel. 
Reasonable atom of “Phenomenology of Spirit” was that 
G.V.Ph. Hegel tried to study awareness during development 
process; thereby, unification of logical process and historical 
process was predicted. Thence, G.V.Ph. Hegel considered 
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mission of “Phenomenology of Spirit” was to present 
generation, development of science in general or of 
intellectuality with personality as self-awareness of the 
absolute. 
 

In the second part of Spiritual philosophy, G.V.Ph.Hegel 
studied issues of jurisdiction, morality and weathering. He 
considered those things as expressions of objective spirit. 
Juridical notion was presented by G.V.Ph.Hegel in philosophy 
of jurisdiction. Notion of historical process was presented in 
philosophy of history. In title of “Philosophy of right”, 
philosophy of jurisdiction stated his famous thesis: “What is 
reasonable is real; that which is real is reasonable”. Here, 
Dialectical method was highlighted clearly in inter-
acknowledge between the real and the unreal. In 
G.V.Ph.Hegel’s thought, everything which was not suitable 
with society, was obsolete would be disappeared. Its destiny 
was to make room for the reasonable of society. In front of 
dialectical method, everything was moving, “nothing is 
ultimate, absolute, sacred… Nothing exists outside continuous 
process of formation, disappearance and limitless development 
from low to high”. [11,395]. 
 

Abstract right, according to G.V.Ph. Hegel, was the first stage 
of objective spirit. It might appear as personal spirit of a person 
with personal owning. Abstract right was executed freely by 
personal owning regime. Morality was the second self-
developing stage of objective spirit. Therein, the legal person 
becomes subject of morality. In philosophy of jurisdiction, 
G.V.Ph. Hegel brought personal owning regime principle a 
moral approval. Weathering  is the third stage and completion 
of self-development of objective spirit and free objectification. 
In G.V.Ph. Hegel regime, family and civic society are only 
limited form of objective spirit; its limitless form – government 
– is the truth of those limited form. 
 

G.V.Ph. Hegel studied world history process during its 
development. He considered history of human being as a 
presentation of divine mind. Thereby, he predicted objective 
rules of society development. This is exactly similar as 
comment of V.I. Lenin: There are germinations of historical 
materialism.  
 

Absolute spirit is presented in arts, religion and philosophy 
from time to time. Those are its main developing stage. 
Absolute spirit is presented through pictures in arts, through 
symbols in religion and through concepts in philosophy. Thus, 
arts is transformed into religion. Then, religion is finished in 
philosophy. Philosophy of religion is a part of Hegel 
philosophy of absolute spirit. It defends for religion and 
mysticism against science and materialism. Final form of 
absolute spirit, according to G.V.Ph. Hegel, is philosophy. 
Thus, G.V.Ph. Hegel considered his philosophy as synthesis of 
all theories existing before him, as completion of self-
awareness of absolute spirit and as maximal, outright result of 
world history [4, 136-138]. 
 

Philosophical thought of L. Feuerbach (Ludwig Andreas 
Feuerbach) 
 

Ludwig Andreas Feuerbach is one of outstanding delegates of 
German classical philosophy, one of the greatest materialism 
philosophers living before the period of Marx and he is also a 
predecessor of  K. Marx and F. Engels. Philosophical thought 
of L. Feuerbach played an important role in the delelopment of 
Germany's progressive culture and contributed to the formation 
of materialism and atheism perspective for revolutionary 

democracy supporters in Russia in the nineteenth century; 
dialectical materialism of K. Marx and F. Engels. 
 

In 1830, L. Feuerbach published anonymously a writing named 
“Thoughts about death and immortality”. In his writing, he put 
himself in the shoes of G. W. F. Hegel (Georg Wilhelm 
Friedrich Hegel) to attack on immortal souls, gave opposite 
perspective related to personal immortality of the Christianity; 
and, agreed with the immortality of human being. The people 
with opposing views soon knew that L. Feuerbach was the 
author of that book and they started treating hime badly by 
dismissing his position as an assistant professor and did not 
allow him to teach at university. In 1837, he moved to a small 
village in Tuaringe province; in 1848, he “permanently 
retreated the real world to put himself into seclusion life” [11, 
426].  
 

In 1839, he published the book “Criticism of Hegel’s 
philosophy”. This book was the evidence affirming not only his 
break-off with idealistic philosophy but also his approaching to 
materialism. In 1841, his notable writings named “The Essence 
of Christianity” was published; K. Marx and F. Engels were 
warmly welcomed. His writing was made as a successful 
milestone of materialism. It was translated into many European 
languages. The fame of L. Feuerbach became a symbol of the 
struggle against ignorance, superstition, tyranny, idealism and 
religion. Opposition started hunting down L. Feuerbach. 
However, before and after the outbreak of the bourgeois 
revolution in Germany in 1848, L. Feuerbach still had no 
concern about political struggle, he did not understand the 
essence of that revolutionary struggle although in the ending 
days of his life, he paid attention to socialist literature, read 
“Capitalism” of K. Marx and joined the German Social 
Democratic Party.  
 

L. Feuerbach was an ideologist of the most advance and 
democratic class in the period of German bourgeoisie. This 
class had the desire of developing industry, science and 
technology and determining liberal democracy; hence, they did 
not need to have any connection to idealism and religion; 
confirmed materialism and atheism perspective. All these 
things were showed in the world view and hrough writings of 
L. Feuerbach. His credit was to bravely struggle against 
idealism and divinity, in addition, he brought materialism into a 
good situation, “took materialism back to the throne”. F. Engels 
stated that thanks to L. Feuerbach, “it was the first time that 
materialism was seriously treated and thoroughly applied, at 
least on the basic features, into all the areas in which people had 
the study of knowledge” [11, 428]. 
 

L. Feuerbach also confrimed that the world in nature was 
material and natural world was independent of consciousness. 
The thesis was originated from materialism world view in 
which he cited: “Existence is the subject, thinking is the 
predicate. It was thinking that was derived from existence and 
existence would not be derived from thinking” [8, 115].  
 

Natural world was a foundation for human being to be born and 
grow up. Natural world was created by no one, it was the cause 
of itself. The foundation for the existence of natural world was 
within itself. Philosophy of L. Feuerbach was the continuity and 
development of the materialism in the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries. He said that human being was the main 
object of human materialism. It was a necessity for the 
innovation of philosophy because human materialism contained 
enough power to replace the old philosophy. 
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In his point of view, at first, human philosophy was combined 
with natural science. This combination would be more durable, 
more fortunate and more beneficial than the combination 
between philosophy and divinity. Human philosophy arrerted 
that humsn beings in nature was something united. Human 
principle would eliminate the separation of the mind with the 
body created by idealistic philosophy and binary philosophy. 
Thereby, L. Feuerbach asserted that material existed first, 
consciousness appeared later, material determined 
consciousness. Natural world associated with material was the 
unique entity and created human beings. He also confirmed 
that: “existence - subject, thought – properties”. For addition 
and clear explanation of principles of human philosophy, L. 
Feuerbach pointed out that his philosophy was the new one 
which forced human being and the entire natural world to be the 
foundation of human being, to be the unique object, the most 
common and the most advance of philosophy; therefore, 
anthropology and physiology were also turned into popular 
science [8, 202]. L. Feuerbach gave opposite perspective of 
object of philosophy in comparison with that of Hegel, saying 
that the absolute concept is the object of philosophy. In L. 
Feuerbach’s opinion, “Nature is tangible, the material which 
people can touch and feel…”, “Material was created by no one, 
it was permanent and infinite, cause of nature needed finding 
within itself. Nature appeared first, then, spirit” [14, 433].  
 

Nevertheless, human principle of L. Feuerbach and his human 
materialism contained restrictions. He did not have correct 
comprehension about object of philosophy, reviewed human 
being in only one direction, considered human being a body 
with feelings, not a historical social creature. He strongly 
criticized idealism because it did not acknowledge the transition 
from inorganic world to organic world, from material to 
consciousness. Meanwhile, he could not realize the dialectical 
relationship between inorganic world and organic world inspite 
of the fact that his perspective was relevant to both historical 
factor and the evolution of social life. 
 

L. Feuerbach played an important role in the development of 
materialism epistemology. He criticized agnosticism and 
idealism of I. Kant (Immanuel Kant); then, he presented the 
basic principles of materialism epistemology and proved that 
material world existed objectively but in principle, we could 
realize the reality and aware of objective truth. For 
consciousness of human being, material world was its 
foundation and the object of consciousness. To sum up, 
consciousness was from object to feelings, them, to ideology. 
Symbols and concepts were just a reflection of things into 
human’s consciousness. L. Feuerbach dissociated from not only  
idealism but also ordinary materialism, though he confused it 
with materialism in general. 
 

As a result, L.Feuerbach took his human perspective in 
comparison with materialism and he even did not want to use 
the term “materialism”. Epistemology of L. Feuerbach 
consisted of the optimistic belief in the power of human’s will 
and asserted that human being could perceive all phenomena of 
the natural world. He presented that what the previous 
generations could not aware, the next generations could do. 
Nonetheless, his epistemology had some limitations. In his 
opinion, subject of consciousness is the human being in general, 
standing outside specific historical social relationships. In fact, 
human being in his perspective was only an entity which had 
feelings of love, poverty, pain and worked for the nature 
passively. His epistemology together with his philosophy was 

static nature. He considered consciousness as static nature, 
which meant that at first, it was feeling, then, physical 
properties, without any connection to social history. He got into 
trouble with comprehension which showed that the subject of 
consciousness was human being and he could not see that social 
production was the basis of human perception. 
 

Despite limitations, epistemology of L.Feuerbach, at that time, 
gave big contribution into the struggle against idealism and 
agnosticism. L.Feuerbach gave strong evidence that in terms of 
thought, idealism and religion had a connection, supporting 
each other to gain human’s power. He denoted that the origin of 
epistemology related to idealism and religion was the 
separation of thinking out of existence, feeling and corporeality; 
took the concepts out of their physical foundations, senses and 
turned them into independent entities. 
 

L.Feuerbach stated that the philosophy of G. W. F.Hegel was 
the highest peak of idealism, but it was also its end. His 
criticism of idealism and G. W. F.Hegel was one of the 
achievements that confirmed the position of materialism and 
the atheism before the existence of Marxism. While criticizing 
the idealism of G. W. F.Hegel, he simultaneously pointed out 
the similarity between that philosophy and divinity, and 
mysticism. It was the contribution of L.Feuerbach, 
unfortunately, he did not clarify the historical position of G. 
W.F.Hegel in the development of philosophical thought of 
mankind, especially not recognize the progress of Hegel’s 
philosophy, objective idealistic dialectics. From the beginning, 
L.Feuerbach rejected the idealistic dialectics of G.W.F.Hegel, 
so he failed to address the problem of correcting it, making it a 
materialist dialectic. L.Feuerbach understood the inevitability, 
the rules, the causality in the spirit of metaphysical materialism. 
He did not see the dialectical relationship of things as well as 
phenomena in nature, so he viewed development with a 
metaphysical eye because of eliminating all contradictions, he 
turned the process of development of nature and society into 
progressive changes, purely in quantity, into the expansion of 
the real thing that had already existed before. 
 

L.Feuerbach criticized religion very strongly, especially the 
Christianity. He inflicted a heavy blow on feudal political 
dominance at that time. According to him, religion emerged in 
the development of history, it was a phenomenon coincidental 
and deeply rooted in imagination and misconception. Thus, he 
quoted Goethe’s statement: “Anyone who had science ... would 
not need religion.” L.Feuerbach tried to explain the essence of 
religion by the effects that natural phenomena had on mankind. 
 

He concluded that, the power of imagination was the cause of 
theory or the origin of religious awareness; The God of 
Christianity was also created by a human, as same as the  God 
in other religions. As cited by L.Feuerbach, demands and 
wishes of mankind was the final basis which decided one’s 
religion. Regarding this point, he had a mistake in the 
explanation of social life in an idealistic way, thus, he was 
powerless and could not address properly the origin and the 
historical evolution of religion. He exaggerated the role of 
religion to make it a major force in the development of history. 
He took the development of religion as the basis for 
distinguishing different historical periods. 
 

L.Feuerbach declared that it was necessary to abolish all 
existing religions, and at the same time, to talk about the 
construction of a new religion without God whose center is 
human itself. He actively propagated the deification of man and 
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the sanctity of male - female relationships. It led to the 
statement that “man is a God to man”. He did not see conflicts 
among classes, oppression, social injustice; thus, he could not 
explain the social inequality and the existing contradictions 
around him. Then, he could not properly solve the problem of 
origin, the nature of beliefs and religion. 
 

When constructing the doctrine of morality, L.Feuerbach was 
completely dependent on the basis of anthropology and argued 
that the aspiration for happiness was the only appropriate basis 
of all human behavior. He insisted that morality must be based 
on one's love for one another. Inequality, social negativity, class 
struggle were put down to “random” level by L.Feuerbach, 
which could be eliminated by education, or preferably by new 
religion - the love between “me and you and us”. He hoped 
that, through the morality of love, they could overcome all the 
injustices taking place in society. 
 

E.Enggels remarked that the morality of L.Feuerbach was 
“changed too much” to suit the bourgeois society at that time. 
As long as he was a materialist, history was out of his sight, but 
as long as he studied history, he would no longer be a 
materialist. 
 

Although there were certain historical limitations, the value of 
L. Feuerbach 's materialism was enormous. Because he not only 
left deep traces in the history of German thought but his 
material philosophy was also absorbed by revolutionary 
democracy supporters with deep gratitude. His material 
philosophy played a historical role with its meaning towards the 
whole world. It was one of the origins of Marxist theories with 
the effect of “liberating” idealism and religion; formed 
scientific dialectic and revolutionary materialism. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

German classical philosophy was established in a super special 
historical conditions when Britain and France had become 
capitalists while Germany was still a typical feudal country. 
 

The examples of European countries awakened the rebellious 
spirit of the German bourgeoisie; however, this class was still 
young, they wanted to do bourgeois revolution but they did not 
had enough force, leading the fact that they were forced to 
compromise with feudal landlords. This factor determined the 
characteristic of German classical philosophy in which the 
content of the philosophical view is in revolutionary but under a 
mysterious, mystical shell; it was conservative, promoted the 
positive role of human thinking, considered human being as the 
starting point of philosophy but mankind was created by God. 
However, the problem related to human being had truly become 
the key point and the subject of Western philosophy, which was 
a very new point, unluckily, it had been the weakness of 
Eastern philosophy for a long time. 
 

German classical philosophy was the high peak of history of 
philosophy before the period of K.Marx, even the materialism 
perspective led by L.Feuerbach and the idealism perspective led 
by G. W.F.Hegel. In a relatively short historical period, just 
about a century, German classical philosophy created a 
marvelous result in the history of philosophy; Each of the 
materialism or idealism perspective had “reasonable core” and 
“outstanding advantages”, created a very important theoretical  
 
 
 

premise for Marxist philosophical origination and it was the 
starting point for philosophical trends from the nineteenth 
century to the present, especially existential philosophy, 
positivist philosophy, scientific aesthetic philosophy, etc. 
The greatest achievement of German classical philosophy was 
dialectical thought, which had reached a high level of 
generalization with relatively complete reasoning systems, 
systems of concepts, categories, rules, etc. This was the 
dialectics that the ancient Greece could not reach and 
materialism in Western Europe in the seventeenth and 
eighteenth century was unlikely to produce. However, the 
greatest limitation of German classical philosophy was the 
features of idealism and religion; materialism could not 
overcome the level of materialism in Western Europe in the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 
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